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THIERSTEIN A., LÜTHI S., KRUSE C., GABI S. and GLANZMANN L. Changing value chain of the Swiss knowledge economy: spatial impact of intra-firm and inter-firm networks within the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland, Regional Studies. Based on an empirical analysis of intra-firm and inter-firm connectivities, this paper focuses on the spatial behaviour of advanced producer services (APS) firms and their relevance for polycentricity in the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland. APS firms are found to be the main drivers of the emerging Mega-City Region. Although Zurich seems to be the central node in national APS networks, it is the complementary combination of Zurich and Basel, together with some secondary centres, that raises the emerging Mega-City Region to a competitive level in the context of the global economy.
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The knowledge economy is undergoing a process of spatial segregation. It tends to build a network of specialized service providers who cover different parts of the value chain. Most corporations build up their location network as a strategic tool to optimize their added value and to compete successfully in the global economy. Such networks can be organized either intra-firm or inter-firm. Intra-firm networks are spatially distributed branches of one individual corporation. The basic premise of these networks are that the more important the office, the greater its flow of information to other office locations (TAYLOR, 2004). Inter-firm networks, on the other hand, are relations between corporations and business clients or suppliers based on contracts, joint ventures or shared projects. It is assumed that the value-added intensive elements of these networks tend to be increasingly anchored within Mega-City Regions due to the quality of infrastructures like airports, higher educational institutions, research facilities or large settlements of leading global companies, as well as the availability of specific knowledge (THIERSTEIN et al., 2006). Both, intra-firm networks and inter-firm networks are important in analysing the patterns of the changing value chain of the knowledge economy because they illustrate the spatial division of labour and determine the degree of internationalization of Mega-City Regions.

Thus, he proposes the idea that there is a new spatial form characteristic of social practices that dominate and shape the network society. He calls it the ‘space of flows’ (CASTELLS, 1996, p. 41). Spaces of flows play a key role in the scientific discussion about Mega-City Regions, which can be defined as clusters of towns and cities that are increasingly interconnected across geographical space through travel and non-physical communication (HALL and PAIN, 2006, p. 4). An important driving force in Castells’s space of flows is the knowledge economy. It can be defined as that part of the economy that requires highly skilled workers and a substantial proportion of research activities. Advanced producer services (APS) firms are important actors within the knowledge economy showing increasing employment rates (THIERSTEIN et al., 2006, p. 40). In the present paper the term ‘APS firm’ refers to the following business lines: accountancy, advertising, banking/finance, design, insurance, information and communication technologies consultancy, law, third-party and fourth-party logistics, and management consultancy.

Over recent decades Switzerland has experienced the reorganization of functional-territorial division of labour in the knowledge economy. The opportunity for flexible spatial organization of company locations has influenced business strategies and location decision-making. The workforce is becoming more mobile, which results in increasing numbers of commuters, increasing commuting distances, and growing built-up areas in the outer belts of the agglomeration leading to urban sprawl and hybrid landscapes. Bordering along historical urban cores a patchwork of urban and rural areas has been formed, evolving into a new kind of urbanized landscape. The growing relevance of the knowledge economy is a driving force slowly altering regional development and spatial functional specialization. Their impact often goes beyond the
A similar situation can be observed within the European policy discussion, which is faced with an overarching dilemma between territorial cohesion and economic competitiveness. On the one hand, the Lisbon Agenda, adopted by the European Council, seeks to make Europe the world’s most competitive and dynamic knowledge economy by the year 2010 (European Council, 2000). By stressing the development of the knowledge economy and its innovation processes, it reflects the current scientific understanding of contemporary global economic changes. On the other hand, there is the European Spatial Development Perspective (ESDP) and the later Gothenburg Agenda, which promotes a more balanced and sustainable pattern of urban development across Europe, reducing the weight of the central urban zone of North West Europe (the London–Paris–Milan–Munich–Hamburg Pentagon) (European Commission, 1999). The focus is on the paradigm of balanced territorial development to be promoted through polycentricity, largely based on a morphological view of spatial development. Unfortunately, the urban functional complementarities within and between Mega-City Regions are not recognized. Territorial cohesion, as proposed in the ESDP, might well suggest promoting growth in lagging areas, even at the expense of the most dynamic and competitive regions (Halbert et al., 2006, p. 207).

An Informal Ministerial conference was held in Leipzig, Germany, on 24 and 25 May 2007 within the framework of the German European Union Council Presidency. On the occasion of this conference, ministers responsible for Spatial Development in European Union Member States agreed on the ‘Territorial Agenda of the European Union’. It supports the implementation of both the Lisbon and the Gothenburg Strategies through an integrated territorial development policy (European Union, 2007). Unfortunately, the Territorial Agenda hardly addresses the importance of the knowledge economy and the functional division of knowledge-intensive businesses in a spatial perspective.

Before the launch of new political strategies boosting polycentric spatial development there is a need for a deeper understanding of the interrelationships between polycentric spatial development and economic competitiveness. Economic competitiveness is strongly related to innovative enterprises and their performance, especially APS. The key aim of this paper is, therefore, to investigate empirically the functional polycentric patterns and interlocking networks of APS firms. In the form of a case study, the physical and non-physical functional connectivity of APS firms in the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland are analysed on different geographical scales. By analysing the changing value chains of APS firms, the functional logic of actual territorial development is shown. In doing so, the paper refers to the analysis of data from the Swiss Federal Statistical Office (NOGA statistics) and the results of empirical analysis of the INTERREG IIIB research project POLYNET (Hall and Pain, 2006; Thierstein et al., 2006). Three main aspects will be investigated empirically: first, the structure and dynamics of the knowledge economy; second, the spatial patterns of intra-firm networks on an international, national and regional scale; and third, the spatial patterns of inter-firm networks within the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland. These analytical findings will be related to the theoretical debate in regional sciences and to the concept of polycentric regional development. The paper is structured in four main sections. The first section focuses on the knowledge economy and its impacts on spatial development. It introduces knowledge and learning within an institutional as well as a territorial context. The next section picks up the concept of Mega-City Regions by discussing associated theoretical approaches, and it clarifies the definition used in the POLYNET study. Afterwards, the understanding of Mega-City Regions is introduced as the results of spatial systems of value chains. The third section combines the two foregoing streams of reasoning by analysing the knowledge economy in the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland. This will be done in three parts. The first part defines the study area in which functional polycentricity and economic interrelations are analysed. The second part shows the changing structure of the knowledge economy by focusing on sectoral patterns of structural change in order to show the different development processes of knowledge-intensive activities. The third part presents the results of the empirical analysis of the intra-firm and inter-firm connectivity of APS and shows the polycentric interlocking network between the different firms and institutions of the knowledge-economy throughout the value chain. The fourth and final section concludes by discussing the intricacies of morphological and functional polycentricity in the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland.

THE KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY AND SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT

The focal point of the knowledge economy is the concept of knowledge. Following the work of
Michael Polanyi, knowledge can be divided into two major categories: codified and tacit (Polanyi, 1967). Codified knowledge can be applied, expressed and standardized. Hence, it is a marketable good that can easily be distributed over time and space. Tacit knowledge, in contrast, refers to knowledge that cannot be easily transferred. It comprises skills based on interactions and experiences. Since the transfer of tacit knowledge requires direct face-to-face interactions, the finding of Polanyi is of great importance for regional science. It raises the question of accessibility and spatial proximity in the context of the knowledge economy. The spatial characteristics of knowledge economies can be seen through the history of regional sciences and the analysis of regional economic literature. The following section gives a brief overview of the scientific debate about the knowledge economy by discussing the understanding of knowledge in regional and evolutionary economics.

The first early theories on innovation and regional development are strongly inspired by Joseph Schumpeter who focuses initially on the roles of entrepreneurs and their small companies in recognizing the importance of particular inventions and assembling the resources needed to turn them into marketable products (Simmie, 2005, p. 790).

While these initial explanations of innovation were being developed, other economists were seeking to explain the advantage of spatial concentration in terms of external economies, which include pools of common factors of production such as land, labour, capital, energy and transportation (Simmie, 2005, p. 791).

These two separate lines of theoretical analysis were brought together by François Perroux in Europe and by Edgar M. Hoover as well as Raymond Vernon in the USA (Perroux, 1955; Hoover and Vernon, 1959; Vernon, 1966). These authors developed explanations of growth poles and the relationships between new product life cycles and agglomeration theory. Assigned to regional development, the concept of product life cycles attests that a region is strongly influenced by a certain line of business.

In contrast to the product life cycle theory, a second broad theoretical approach was developed in the 1980s to explain why local space was still important for newly developing forms of production. Much of this work was inspired by Piore and Sable’s (1984) concept of flexible specialization that identified the breakdown and deverticalization of large firms as a key characteristic in modern economies. In the face of international competition and changing customer demands, this process is driven by the need for firms to be both more specialized and more flexible in the ways in which they organize their production. The result is a networked form of production that leads to a reconnection of economic activities to local space because of the need for proximity between the numerous specialists involved in any given value chain (Simmie, 2005, p. 799).

The flexible specialization thesis inspired several new concepts dealing with innovation, knowledge and regional development. Influential among these were the innovative milieu approach, the industrial districts and the new industrial spaces.

In the theory of the milieux innovateurs developed by the Groupe de Recherche Européen sur les Milieux Innovateurs (GREMI), firms are seen as part of a milieu with an innovative capacity. In the current research agenda, the GREMI stresses the importance of learning, which enables firms to perceive changes in their environment and helps them to adapt their behaviour accordingly (Moulaert and Sekia, 2003, p. 291).

The theory of the new industrial district, on the other hand, emphasizes the innovative capacity of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) which belong to the same industry and local space. Commonly, industrial districts are defined as localized production systems, based on a strong local division of labour between small specialized firms which are integrated in the production and value chain of an industrial sector. Newer approaches, however, highlight that such networks also connect large firms and their suppliers and enable the introduction of flexible specialization by facilitating subcontracting. As a consequence, the manufacturing depth of large companies is reduced and a smooth diffusion of innovation throughout the whole regional economy is facilitated (Grabher, 1991). The recognition that knowledge creation and diffusion is a process happening within the value chain of firms is of great importance for the empirical concept presented in this paper.

Michael Storper and Richard Walker as well as Allen J. Scott finally launched the notion of new industrial spaces by combining insights from different literatures such as industrial districts, flexible production systems, economies of agglomeration and others (Scott, 1985; Storper and Scott, 1988; Walker, 1988). The authors argue that in flexible production systems the tendency to agglomeration was reinforced not only by externalization, but also by intensified re-transaction, just-in-time processing, variable forms of inter-unit transacting and the proliferation of many small-scale linkages with low unit costs. Scott argues that the economic process of vertical disintegration into extended and specialized divisions of labour is leading to spatial forces that encourage small firms to concentrate in space (Scott, 1985). The reasons for the increasing development of networks are seen as a response to the increasing uncertainty and instability of production and markets.

Further interesting empirical evidence about the interrelationship between innovation and space is provided by several papers of James Simmie (Simmie et al., 2002; Simmie, 2004).

By analysing the results of comparable surveys of innovative firms in Amsterdam, London, Milan, Paris and Stuttgart, Simmie et al. (2002) find evidence that,
even among the most innovative European cities, there are significant differences in the ways in which their regional innovation systems are structured. The authors find that in regional cities such as Stuttgart and Milan, innovative activities are more closely linked to their regional and national economies than they are in the international world cities such as Paris and London. **Simmie et al.** (2002) present evidence that there is some justification in the case of Milan and Stuttgart for the view that local factors such as suppliers, education and technology transfer institutions play an important part in the innovation system of those city regions. In these cases, geographic proximity of the various elements of the value chains seems to be a main reason for the concentration of innovations. Nevertheless, good local factor conditions also mean that innovative firms can take advantage of both geographic and time proximity to suppliers. Simmie et al. argue that the latter is a particular advantage for international cities as it brings a huge range and variety of possible suppliers within the reach of innovative firms located in them.

**Simmie (2004)** uses evidence from the third Community Innovation Survey to test the interrelationship between innovation and space in the UK. Most evidence presented in his paper suggests that innovation performance in the UK is not dependent on localized cluster dynamics but on international links and networks. Simmie argues that part of the reason for this is the continued importance of multinational corporations whose spatial division of labour reinforces national and international urban hierarchies. Hence, many places remain part of the internationally distributed value chains of multinational corporations. Simmie suggests that the analysis of clusters should not start with their geography, but with the links between firms and institutions.

This is exactly the approach adopted in this paper with respect to intra-firm and inter-firm networks of APS firms. Since the objective of this study is to identify the functional space of economic interrelations, the aim is to approximate the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland by analysing the spatial patterns of intra-firm and inter-firm networks. These economic interrelations are investigated on a regional, national, European and global geographical scale.

Fig. 1 shows an overview of the scientific debate about knowledge and learning within an institutional and territorial context. As can be seen on the left-hand side of Fig. 1, knowledge-intensive learning and development processes within institutions and firms lead to the fact that many knowledge-intensive enterprises expand their core competencies in order to maintain or even strengthen their market position. Such
activities within corporations result in learning organizations and finally in learning economies. The right-hand side of Fig. 1 indicates that the spatial concentration of knowledge and learning leads to a territorial specificity of learning regions. STORPER (1997) underlines this aspect in the following way:

Those firms, sectors, regions, and nations which can learn faster or better [...] become competitive because their knowledge is scarce and therefore cannot be immediately imitated by new entrants or transferred, via codified and formal channels, to competitor firms, regions or nations.

(p. 31)

The starting point of the present paper is the assumption that the choice of location of institutions and organizations is not a coincidence but, to a greater or a lesser extent, a strategic decision. Most corporations design their network of branches and locations as a strategic tool to optimize their added value and to compete successfully in the international economy. This means that learning and knowledge in the context of institutions and organizations are reflected in a territorial context. Changing configurations of such territorialized intra-firm networks of locations in turn affect urban hierarchies and contribute to the emergence of Mega-City Regions.

For the purpose of this paper the link between the institutional and the territorial context of knowledge and learning is of great importance. The increasing relevance of the knowledge economy as driver of socio-economic development becomes clear in the interplay of organizational knowledge and the concentration of collective competencies in Mega-City Regions. MALECKI (2000) describes this aspect as the ‘local nature of knowledge’ and highlights the necessity to accept knowledge as a spatial factor of competition:

If knowledge is not found everywhere, then where it is located becomes a particularly significant issue. While codified knowledge is easily replicated, assembled and aggregated [...] other knowledge is dependent on context and is difficult to communicate to others. Tacit knowledge is localised in particular places and contexts [...]..

(p. 110)

THE EMERGENCE OF MEGA-CITY REGIONS

Theoretical background

The concept of the polycentric Mega-City Region combines different theoretical approaches: John Friedmann’s world cities, Saskia Sassen’s global cities, Peter Taylor’s world city network, and Manuel Castelli’s spaces of flows. In the following part the main ideas behind these theories will be explained.

Friedmann’s world city concept describes the rise of a transnational urban network referring to a major geographical transformation of the capitalist world economy whose production systems are increasingly internationalized. This reconfiguration results in a new international division of labour whose main agents are multinational enterprises with complex spatial organizational structures. It is the presence of these multinational enterprises that makes world cities into geographical places of great economic power. Furthermore, Friedmann argues that the territorial basis of world cities comprises not only the central city, but also the whole economic space of the surrounding region. Therefore, world cities are often polycentric urban regions containing a number of historically distinct cities that are located in more or less close proximity (FRIEDMANN, 1986).

In contrast to Friedmann’s world city concept, Sassen’s global city approach discovers a new geography of centrality in which the city centres or the central business districts form the heart of the global urban network. The functional centrality of these global cities leads to an increasing disconnection of the city centres from their broader hinterlands or adjacent metropolitan region. The reason for this disconnecting process lies, according to Sassen, in the location strategies of APS firms as spearheads of the rising global knowledge economy. These enterprises are increasingly located just within the city centres of economic regions and connect these places directly with other city centres in the world (SASSEN, 2001, p. 21). The fundamental differences between Friedmann’s world cities and Sassen’s global cities are well described by DERUDDER (2006):

Sassen’s focus on centrality leads her to conceptualising ‘global cities’ as focal points that operate separately from their hinterlands. Friedmann’s focus on the relative concentration of power, in contrast, implies that a ‘world city’ may consist of multiple cities and their hinterlands that may themselves be subject to urbanisation processes.

(p. 2034)

Taylor’s notion of world city networks analyses inter-city relations in terms of the organizational structure of the global economy and views world cities as ‘global service centres’ connected into a single worldwide network (TAYLOR, 2004). The Globalisation and World Cities Study Group (GaWC) at Loughborough University analyses the inter-city relations using a specific methodology in which relationships between cities are not measured directly. Instead, the method uses a proxy by analysing the internal structures of large APS firms and revealing the relationships between head offices and other branches located all over the world. In doing so, world cities are not defined by their functions, but in terms of their external information exchange (HALL and PAIN, 2006, p. 9).

The last theoretical approach underlying this study is Castelli’s highly influential concept of a space of flows (CASTELLS, 1996). As mentioned in the Introduction
to this paper, Castells argues that the new spatial logic is determined by the pre-eminence of the space of flows over the space of places. By space of flows he refers to the system of exchange of information, capital, and power that structures the basic processes of societies, economies and states between different localities, regardless of localization.

The INTERREG IIIB Study Project POLYNET – Sustainable Management of European Polycentric Mega-City Regions – is one of the most recent research activities about the emerging of polycentric Mega-City Regions (Hall and Pain, 2006). Hall and Pain define Mega-City Regions as follows:

Mega-City Regions are a series of anything between 10 and 50 cities and towns physically separate but functionally networked, clustered around one or more larger central cities, and drawing enormous economic strength from a new functional division of labour. These places exist both as separate entities, in which residents work locally and most workers are local residents, and as parts of a wider functional urban region connected by dense flows of people and information carried along motorways, high-speed rail lines and telecommunication cables.

Based on this definition, POLYNET hypothesizes that Mega-City Regions:

are becoming more ... [polycentric] over time, as an increasing share of population and employment locates outside the largest central city or cities, and as other smaller cities and towns become increasingly networked with each other, exchanging information which bypasses the large central city altogether.

The POLYNET project was aimed at investigating the polycentricity of Mega-City Regions and its current state of functional division of labour. For that, the methodology of the GaWC was adapted to the new phenomenon of Mega-City Regions. Instead of analysing the world city network, the focus was on inter-city relations in terms of the organizational structure of the global economy (Taylor, 2004). Starting from a fundamental criticism of previous urban research that focused on attributes of urban areas or places mostly in a national context, the relationships between the cities should be measured on the basis of flows taking a global perspective (Hall and Pain, 2006). As a consequence, Mega-City Regions have been defined in terms of their internal linkages between different cities and towns as well as analysed on an international, national and regional scale.

When analysing polycentric Mega-City Regions, one has to distinguish between a morphological and a relational view (European Spatial Planning Observation Network (ESPON), 2004). The morphological view lays out the distribution of urban areas in a given territory by studying the distribution of locations, the number of cities and their hierarchy.

The relational view, in contrast, is based on networks of flows and cooperation between urban areas on different spatial scales. ESPON (2004) recognizes that there are inherent difficulties embedded in the concept of polycentricity, as contradictions exist between different geographical levels. On the European scale, ESPON shows that regional polycentric integration will tend to increase the contrast between core and periphery. On the national scale, a policy for increased spatial balance at the European level will lead to a concentration of investments in urban areas strengthening these regions at the expense of other more peripheral regions. On the city scale, finally, there is no observable correlation between the levels of polycentricity and their capacity to integrate in polycentric networks on the European or national scale (ESPON, 2004).

To sum up, it is important to recognize that spatial processes at the European level can have opposing consequences on the national or even the city scale. Therefore, it is important to think simultaneously on different geographical scales. Furthermore, it is important to analyse not only the morphological and visible aspects of polycentricity, but also the relational and hidden polycentric structures of Mega-City Regions. For this, the POLYNET project introduced a new way of looking at these spatial phenomena, analysing non-physical connectivity by intra-firm networks in order to define the realm of phenomena, analysing non-physical connectivity by intra-firm networks in order to define the realm of polycentric networks at different geographical scales. The Swiss case study for the POLYNET project extended this analysis by also looking into inter-firm networks of APS firms. By doing so, Mega-City Regions are understood as spatial systems of socio-economic added value that interconnect different value chains.

Mega-City Regions as systems of spatial value chains

The knowledge economy is undergoing a process of differentiation and spatial segregation leading to a constant rearrangement of the value chain of knowledge-intensive businesses. The analysis of changing value chains as a consequence of the dynamic restructuring of companies in capitalist economies is strongly influenced by Piore and Sable (1984), who identified the breakdown and deverticalization of large firms as a key characteristic in modern economies.

According to Sassen (2001), the location strategies of APS firms play an increasing role in the system of spatial value chains. These APS firms tend to have their knowledge-rich head offices in core metropolitan regions that act as nodal points within an international network of cities. Like many pharmaceutical industries in the mid-1990s, APS firms are experiencing a similar segmentation of their value chain. This leads to the emergence on the market of new institutions from different areas of APS such as hedge funds, venture capital, the financial arms of large production companies, as well as specialized information technology.
corporations and specialized consultancies. Additionally, rapid changes in communication infrastructure, computer capacities, data storage, and collaborative models and platforms will drive more structural changes by enabling outsourcing across the value chain.

When looking at the value-creation process of knowledge, it becomes obvious that these processes follow a functional and networked logic of independent as well as interdependent institutions throughout the value chain. These processes are not necessarily bound by the limitations of territorial borders. To the extent that business is not concerned by limiting regulations, the knowledge economy tends to build a network of specialized service providers who cover the different parts of the value chain, which means that the spatial organization of the knowledge-intensive economy follows its inherent functional logic. Globalization leads to increasing competition in the world economy and forces knowledge-intensive firms to innovate and improve their added value constantly. This is reflected in the spatial organization of their branches and cooperation partners. For Switzerland, Dümmler et al. (2004) show that branches with senior management functions are mostly located in the cores of international cities such as Zurich and Basel, where they find a direct neighbourhood of head offices of competitor or partner firms. Branches with research and development functions are located in places with high densities of potential partners and competitors too, for example the high-technology industry in the Jura region. Branches with distributive functions are located close to customers or in places with low costs and well-developed traffic access, such as many smaller agglomerations in Switzerland’s Central Plateau (Dümmler et al., 2004).

Spatial concentration processes are not a coincidence, but the result of firms strategically choosing their locations. In order to improve their added value, knowledge-intensive firms need several local business conditions such as proximity to global infrastructures like airports and universities, the presence of competitors, business partners and customers as well as qualified manpower. In a similar way, Porter (1998) argues that:

> the enduring competitive advantage in a global economy are often heavily local, arising from concentrations of highly specialized skills and knowledge, institutions, rivals, related business, and sophisticated customers. Geographic, cultural, and institutional proximity leads to special access, closer relationships, better information, powerful incentives, and other advantages in productivity and innovation that are difficult to tap from a distance.

(p. 90)

Thus, there is a growing concentration of knowledge-intensive firms in Mega-City Regions where these conditions are met.

Starting from these findings, it is proposed here that there is an emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland with the two main centres at Zurich and Basel. Because of the various requirements for competing in the world economy, it is not possible for Zurich, although the biggest agglomeration in Switzerland, to act without the smaller agglomerations in its proximity. In the context of Mega-City Regions, smaller cities fulfil an important role as complementary economic spaces. Interlocking networks of knowledge-intensive firms – multi-city and multi-branch intra-firm as well as inter-firm value chain connectivities – link these different agglomerations together, thus defining the functional Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland.

**KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY IN THE EMERGING MEGA-CITY REGION OF NORTHERN SWITZERLAND**

*Definition of the study area*

The spatial expansion of economic networks over recent decades led to the emergence of two Mega-City Regions in Switzerland (Thierstein et al., 2006). It is important to recognize that the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland is not a clearly defined region but a spatial concept approximating to a functional space of economic interrelations. The present study is an explicitly explorative project touching a field that has hardly been explored in Switzerland. Firstly, it looks at spatial development from a functional point of view and reveals the driving forces of large-scale spatial patterns. Secondly, it moves beyond the usual perimeters of spatial analysis. Therefore, this study is freed from determining institutional borders and approaches the ‘real’ economic functions.

However, for the quantitative analysis, it was necessary to decide on a working definition that delimits the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland in a more pragmatic way. For this study, the methodology of Behrendt and Kruse (2001) has been used as an initial delimitation of the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland, calculating the area that can theoretically be reached within a one-hour car journey from the airport of Zurich (Fig. 2). It is based on the Group for European Metropolitan Areas Comparative Analysis (GEMACA) approach using commuter data as a functional criterion for the delimitation of metropolitan areas (GEMACA, 1996). Within this area, the eight agglomerations with the largest shares of APS multi-branch firms have been chosen for the purpose of analysis: Basel, Aarau, Baden-Brugg, Lucerne, Zug, Zurich, Wintertthur and St. Gallen. These agglomerations will be referred to below as functional urban regions (FURs), whereas the designations FUR and agglomeration are used synonymously. As will be shown in the following...
sections, the analysed FURs are linked together by spatial patterns of interlocking networks of APS firms, thus providing evidence for the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland.

Fig. 2 gives an overview of the agglomerations that have been analysed in this study. Apart from the Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland, it is assumed that there is a second emerging Mega-City Region in the French-speaking part of Switzerland, the so-called Arc Lémanique (COMTESSE and VAN DER POEL, 2006).

The changing landscape of the knowledge economy in the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland

Within the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland, the knowledge economy is facing a pronounced structural change due to the reorganization of its value chain, the emergence of new market players and the outsourcing tendency within the financial as well as the services industry. This has implications on the spatial division of labour on, respectively, the spatial organization of the value chains of firms and it affects the national as well as the international connectivity of the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland. The following section will show these processes by emphasizing changes in the employment and location structure of the financial services industry and the knowledge-intensive business services within Switzerland and in the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland.

Table 1 gives an overview of total employment within different sectors of knowledge-intensive industries in Switzerland and compares its dynamics with the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland. The most recent employment data at a micro-branch level were taken from the year 2001. The next business census in late 2005 was not ready for use until late 2007 on such a disaggregated branch level, enabling the recomposition of the APS sectors of the knowledge economy.

Table 1 reveals the absolute and relative importance of two basic aspects of the knowledge economy. Firstly, according to the calculation, one out of six workplaces can be found within the defined knowledge-intensive economy. More than 68% of these jobs are incorporated within financial and related services, and the knowledge-intensive services industry itself. With an overall employment growth of 18.7% compared with 3.8% for total employment in Switzerland, these sectors can be seen as the main drivers of the Swiss economy. These figures clearly underline the growing importance of knowledge and innovation within the Swiss economy. Secondly, the employment figures reveal the importance of the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland for the Swiss economy as more than 60% of total employees in the Swiss knowledge economy work in this geographical area.

Table 2 lists location and employment data at the Swiss national level and takes a closer look at those
sectors with the highest structural change in Switzerland. They are important elements of the Swiss financial industry and a crucial subset of APS firms. The classification is based on the official NOGA (General Classification of Economic Activities) statistics of the Swiss Federal Statistical Office:

- **Banks**, such as the Swiss major banks, the Swiss cantonal banks, regional savings banks, commercial banks, the Swiss National Bank and others.
- **Specialized financial services**, such as hedge funds, venture capital funds, private equity, SWX Swiss Exchange, brokers, traders, independent asset managers and others.
- **Insurance companies**, such as life insurance companies, pension funds, health insurance funds and others.
- **Knowledge-intensive business services**, such as lawyers, consulting agencies, accounting firms, public relations consultants and others.

Employment figures are important economic indicators because they show those areas needing increased human capital in order to build a market position. However, this must be differentiated in detail because the intensity of added value is not necessarily linked to high employment figures.

At first glance, Table 2 reveals two different types of structural change. Firstly, banks and insurance companies show clear signs of concentration. In general, both sectors have shifted their locations. Insurance companies decreased their number of locations by about 14%. The decrease within the banking sector is slightly less, and is due in particular to relocation strategies in retail banking. Note that the aggregate employment figure in the banking sector has remained stable. However, within the banking sector a constant and intensive decrease in employment, notably within the major banks, has been compensated for by an increase mainly in regional banks, private banks and stock exchange banks. This does not necessarily mean that employees have moved from one bank to another. Many of the employees entered the sector of specialized financial services, such as independent asset management or the field of alternative assets such as hedge funds, venture capital, private equity and others.

Secondly, the specialized financial services and knowledge-intensive business services sector experienced exactly the opposite development. With a growth rate of about 35% for locations and 85% for employment, specialized financial services show the greatest alteration. In 1995, absolute employment figures were almost three times lower than in the banking sector. In 2001 this difference has been reduced to about one-and-a-half times. Looking at

### Table 1. Knowledge-intensive economies in the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland and in Switzerland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employees, 1995</th>
<th>Employees, 2001</th>
<th>Change, 1995–2001 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall economy</td>
<td>3 548 815</td>
<td>2 219 402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total employment knowledge economies</td>
<td>560 671</td>
<td>328 801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total employment advanced producer services (APS)</td>
<td>381 036</td>
<td>226 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total employment high-technology and life science</td>
<td>140 481</td>
<td>83 369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total employment tertiary education</td>
<td>39 154</td>
<td>19 255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** THIERSTEIN et al. (2006, p. 41).

### Table 2. Development of the most dynamic economic sectors in Switzerland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locations (headquarters, branches, subsidiary companies)</th>
<th>Employment data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banks</td>
<td>3993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialized financial services</td>
<td>8291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>5516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge-intensive business services</td>
<td>22 386</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** GEIGER et al. (2006, p. 74).
the total number of locations and the geographical distribution in Switzerland, it can be observed that these two sectors are ideally located in agglomerations close to cities like Zurich, Zug, Basel, Geneva or St. Gallen. But with an average of 6.50 employees per location, compared with 29.17 employees in the banking sector, the specialized financial services sector seems to be smaller and probably more specialized than the banking sector.

Fig. 3 provides another perspective on the structural change described above. It shows the relative change in locations and employment for each sector and visualizes two forms of structural change. On the one hand, banks and insurance companies are characterized by spatial concentration and stagnation because of rather low changes in employment and locations. On the other hand, specialized financial services and knowledge-intensive business services are characterized by dynamic employment and diffusion processes due to their relatively high change of employment and workplaces.

In conclusion, there are four important key messages that emphasize the changing value chain of the knowledge economy in the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland.

- The dynamic growth of a new emerging sector spinning off from the traditional and well-regulated world of financial services is based on new business models, the integration of new technology and new distribution channels.
- These new and highly dynamic companies work with a much smaller number of employees per company due to their technology-based efficiency and specialization in niche markets within the value chain of the knowledge economy. Among other things, the basic driver for their success is the outsourcing tendency of large service providers, making them highly efficient and competitive. Compared with the high-technology and pharmaceutical industries, this process has not been the case for the financial services industry so far.
- Large service providers in the financial services industry and the insurance sector stagnate in terms of employment growth and concentrate in core cities such as Zurich, Basel and Zug.
- Small specialized financial services firms and knowledge-intensive business services tend to locate within the agglomerations of core cities and subcentres.

![Fig. 3. Relative change (%) of locations and employment per sector, 1995–2001](image-url)

*Source: GEIGER et al. (2006, p. 75)*
The changing structure of the knowledge economy described in this section has a major impact on the spatial patterns of knowledge networks in the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland. Because of the highly connected economic activities within the value chain of the knowledge economy, knowledge-intensive service firms clearly show evidence of a polycentric and functionally structured division of labour within the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland. These value chains will be analysed in greater detail in the following section.

Networks of knowledge in the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland

The emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland can be regarded as a functional region where sub-centres have different functional and hierarchical roles. The two largest economic centres, Zurich and Basel, are at the top of this functional hierarchy, providing favourable location conditions for knowledge-intensive service firms. Interviews conducted during the POLYNET case study clearly indicate that in these two agglomerations knowledge-intensive firms find the best conditions for direct international knowledge exchange (Thierstein et al., 2006). However, the agglomerations of Zurich, with about 1 million inhabitants, and Basel, with about 500 000 inhabitants, are both too small to concentrate all major functions of the metropolitan region in their own location. It is an important characteristic of the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland that many of the important functions are distributed throughout a polycentric network of the two core cities of Zurich and Basel as well as the sub-centres Zug, Lucerne, Winterthur, St. Gallen, Aarau and Baden-Brugg. As will be shown below, there is a dense interlocking network between the different institutions and firms of the knowledge economy in these locations throughout the value chain. It is the complementary combination of Zurich and Basel, together with supplemental centres, that raises the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland to a competitive level in the context of the global economy.

The following sections first present the results of the empirical analysis of both the intra-firm and inter-firm connectivities of APS firms. The sections then show — on the basis of a stylized value chain — the polycentric interlocking network between the different firms and institutions of the knowledge economy.

Spatial patterns of intra-firm networks. The analysis of intra-firm networks is based on the methodology of the GwWC at Loughborough University. This approach estimates city connectivities from the office networks of multi-city APS firms. These services are described as advanced because they sell high-value information and knowledge (Taylor and Evans, 2005, p. 3).

The basic premise of this method is that the more important the office, the greater its flow of information to other office locations. The following lines of business have been analysed in the present research project: accountancy, advertising, banking/finance, design, insurance, information and communication technologies, consultancy, law, third-party and fourth-party logistics, and management consultancy.

In the first stage of this empirical work, a reliable company database had to be created. In identifying APS firms within the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland, the basic data set from the Swissguide database was used. The firms were allocated to the sectors using its Nomenclature statistique des Activités économiques dans la Communauté Européenne (NACE) codes. Afterwards, records without websites or fewer than five employees were removed from the database before detailed data analysis. The result was a basic set of over 12 500 company entries distributed among the nine business sectors and eight FURs. Firms that were only active on a purely local basis had to be filtered out, meaning that companies whose action radius is almost exclusively focused on their own location or neighbouring municipalities had to be eliminated from the database. Table 3 shows the business inventory used for the calculation of the city connectivity.

Having compiled the database of APS firms, an interlocking network analysis was used to estimate connectivities of FURs within and beyond the Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland (Taylor, 2004). To carry out an interlocking network analysis requires the construction of a so-called service activity matrix, defined by $n$ FURs and $m$ service firms. Each cell in the matrix is a service value ($v_{ij}$) that indicates the importance of FUR $i$ to firm $j$. The importance is defined by the size of an office location and its function. By analysing the firms’ websites, all office locations are rated on a scale of zero to three. In a first step, the connectivity between two FURs ($a, b$) of a certain firm ($j$) is analysed by multiplying their service values ($v_{ij}$). In this respect, the following equation represents the so-called elemental interlock between two FURs for one firm:

$$r_{ab} = r_{aj} \times r_{bj}$$

(1) To calculate the total connectivity between two FURs, the elemental interlock for all firms located in these two FURs has to be summarized. This leads to what is known as the city interlock ($r_{ab}$):

$$r_{ab} = \sum r_{abj}$$

(2)

Aggregating the city interlocks for a single FUR produces the interlock connectivity ($N_j$). This describes the
overall importance of a FUR within a network:

\[ N_a = \sum r_{ai} \quad (a \neq i) \quad (3) \]

If one relates the interlock connectivity for a given FUR to the FUR with the highest interlock connectivity \(N_h\), an idea is gained of its relative importance in respect to the other FURs that have been considered. The resulting values of relative connectivity score somewhere between zero and one:

\[ P_a = \frac{N_a}{N_h} \quad (4) \]

In addition to the quantitative network analysis, several in-depth face-to-face interviews with senior business practitioners and organizations were conducted. The interview method provides qualitative evidence complementing quantitative data gathered by the other empirical research actions. This has produced an extensive and rich data source on the actual changes and issues relevant to the study that could not be elicited by alternative means. Therefore, the following sections will supplement the quantitative findings with selected qualitative statements from the interviews.

A closer look at the results will now be made. Fig. 4 shows the spatial dimension of intra-firm connectivity for each FUR and illustrates the five most intensively connected locations on an international scale. There are huge differences not only in the absolute number of connected branch office locations—reflected by the thickness of the line—but also in the hierarchy of the intra-firm connectivity for each agglomeration. The legend to Fig. 4 shows a bold and a thin line. The bold line depicts the highest connectivity value created by intra-firm interlocking networks of APS firms, which in Fig. 4 corresponds to the agglomeration of Zurich. London in the top position for the FUR of Zurich indicates that APS firms in the FUR of Zurich most often choose London as their second most important location. The thin line, on the other hand, shows the lowest connectivity value. The other lines in Fig. 4 vary in thickness between the highest and the lowest connectivity value depending on the calculated connectivity values for the corresponding agglomerations.

Those companies located in the agglomeration of Zurich show by far the highest degree of internationalization. The first national location in Zurich’s connectivity ranking is Geneva, placed in ninth position and therefore not apparent in Fig. 4. All other FURs within the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland are primarily connected to Zurich, generally followed by a European location.

Generally, medium-sized and small urban centres, such as Lucerne or Baden-Brugg, are not directly integrated in international networks of knowledge-intensive economic activities, but instead are well integrated in regional networks of knowledge exchange. Zurich and Basel, on the other hand, are the central nodes and gateways to the world for smaller centres in the emerging Mega-City Region and beyond.

This finding confirms the important role of the agglomeration of Zurich, and to a lesser extent Basel, within the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland.
Switzerland for interactions at international or global levels. One reason for this is the worldwide image of these two agglomerations. For many companies operating at an international or even national level, an address in one of these cities is a matter of prestige. Many of these companies are concerned that they will not be taken seriously enough by potential customers or cooperation partners if they are not based in Zurich or Basel, but in one of the smaller centres. A management consultant in Zurich argues that they could do their job just as well in a location other than Zurich, for example in Winterthur, but their customers would not understand this at all. It would clearly affect their reputation (GLANZMANN et al., 2005, p. 14). Furthermore, Zurich has a special role among top-ranking financial firms with an international presence. It is not possible to extend this function to other centres of the emerging Mega-City Region, apart from certain back office aspects (GLANZMANN et al., 2005, p. 14).

An even more significant factor that illustrates the gateway function of Zurich is its infrastructure with the international airport and the universities with their reputation, in particular the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH). A management consultant states that it is a huge drawback for Basel that it does not have an ETH like Zurich (GLANZMANN et al., 2005, p. 7). An interviewee from the ‘fourth-party logistics’ sector points out, however, that both Basel and Zurich are indispensable agglomerations for their activities because of their rail and airport infrastructures. Whereas Basel assumes the role of gateway for international rail connections, Zurich assumes this role in the field of air travel. As a consequence, these two locations have a complementary gateway function. In this context, an essential prerequisite is the efficient transport infrastructure linking the various centres to one another and linking smaller sub-centres to the international gateways of Zurich and Basel. The emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland has an excellent transport system. The rail network has a very widespread geographic coverage with high frequency and reliability. Switzerland’s motorway network is one of the densest in Europe having a very high standard. Smaller FURs profit from this fact, as their distances from central points such as Zurich airport become increasingly more insignificant.

A rather interesting example is Zug, a small agglomeration with about 95 000 inhabitants. From a relative perspective, it has comparatively strong connections with international locations. Despite its small size, Zug seems to benefit from a dense network of global companies owning branch offices in several international locations giving it a special position within the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland. The reason for Zug’s relative importance lies, on the one hand, in its proximity to the
ties between those different locations. Relationships between knowledge exchange and business activities not only arise through branch office networks, but primarily from the division of labour between companies. In many cases, outsourcing strategies in respect of single activities are more efficient and lead to a higher quality of products and services. Many firms concentrate on their key competencies, which are produced in-house, while activities that do not belong to the core business are outsourced to other companies. Even networks between competitors open the opportunity for formal and informal knowledge exchange within the same field of business. It is assumed that these networks are strongly anchored within Mega-City Regions due to the quality of infrastructures like airports, universities with a good reputation, or large settlements of leading global companies, as well as the availability of specific knowledge (Thierstein et al., 2006). Under these conditions there is a high potential for developing new products and services needing upstream and downstream inputs and customers, which represents the different elements of the value chain in the knowledge economy. In order to grasp these networks fully, it is necessary to analyse not only the connectivity within a single firm, but also the value chain relations between different enterprises and sectors.

The empirical analysis of inter-firm relationships is based on an internet-based survey of about 1200 APS firms of the knowledge economy, in which 360 firms have completed the survey satisfactorily. The distribution of the numbers of companies questioned varies widely across the nine services sectors under study. At over one-third, companies in the area of management consulting were the most frequent participants, followed by companies in the advertising and design consultancy sector with 17%. Companies in the accounting, logistics, banking and finance sector participated between 6% and 7%. At 4% and 3%, legal advice and insurance companies form the smallest groups. In order to keep the reply time short, the web survey comprised only four sections concerning issues about the economic region, the inter-firm relationships, the political environment of the firms as well as spatial aspects of their value chain. In order to relate the inter-firm relationships to a stylized value chain, the responding firms had to localize their business activities along the individual value chain elements of ‘research and development’, ‘processing’, ‘marketing’, ‘sales and distribution’, and ‘customers’.

Fig. 5 highlights the spatial patterns of inter-firm connectivities between APS firms at a national and a regional level in Switzerland. It is important to note that Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram based on the number of interactions along the value chain, as stated by the responding firms in the internet-based survey. The thick bold line in the legend illustrates the maximum of firm-external APS interrelations; the thin line, on the other hand, shows the minimum of interactions. The other lines with arrows in Fig. 5

Spatial patterns of inter-firm networks. That, which has been described so far, outlines the structural organization and spatial impact of intra-firm networks. Focus has been made on the analysis of the distribution of branch offices of individual companies. This approach assumes connectivity of locations by emphasizing the existence of a network in line with the idea of potential knowledge exchange between the branch offices. However, this kind of approximation does not tell the whole story of the nature and quality of business activities between those different locations. Relationships

international hub of Zurich and, on the other hand, in its attractive tax policy.

In contrast, Lucerne and Winterthur, which are larger agglomerations than Zug in terms of population and employment, do not display the same international connectivity. It seems that the internationalization of companies in a specific location has a greater effect on the degree of connectivity than the mere size of an agglomeration or a core city. Generally, medium-sized and small urban centres in the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland are not directly integrated in international networks of advanced producer activities. Fig. 4 shows that APS firms in these locations mainly have offices in Zurich or other national urban centres, whereas international intra-firm networks are rare.

Another case of direct integration in international knowledge networks is St. Gallen, an agglomeration in Eastern Switzerland with about 145,000 inhabitants. St. Gallen’s virtual ‘gateway’ to international knowledge exchange networks is its internationally well-known Graduate School of Business, Economics, Law and Social Sciences as well as banking institutions and business consulting firms. APS firms benefit from close ties with the university, for example with developers of information and communication technologies and business software or start-up firms in finance (Thierstein, 2003).

Using the same approach but shifting the scale of analysis to the national level, the spatial patterns of intra-firm networks appear different from the international scale. In this case, Zurich shows a dense branch office network with Geneva and Basel (Thierstein et al., 2006, p. 63). The smaller agglomerations, on the other hand, have an important role as regional centres, supplying regional markets with services and products due to Switzerland’s high-quality infrastructure. Smaller agglomerations have to be viewed as complementary centres taking over functions that cannot be provided by cities such as Zurich or Basel. Zurich’s position as important node and ‘gateway’ location for global connectivity as well as the functional differences between the smaller agglomerations provides further evidence for the hypothesis of an emerging functional, polycentric Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland.

The thick bold line in the legend illustrates the

Spatial patterns of inter-firm networks. That, which has been described so far, outlines the structural organization and spatial impact of intra-firm networks. Focus has been made on the analysis of the distribution of branch offices of individual companies. This approach assumes connectivity of locations by emphasizing the existence of a network in line with the idea of potential knowledge exchange between the branch offices. However, this kind of approximation does not tell the whole story of the nature and quality of business activities between those different locations. Relationships
vary in thickness between the highest and the lowest connectivity value, depending on the number of stated interactions by the responding firms.

The most important finding of Fig. 5 is that the predominant part of the inter-firm networks is located within the demarcation of what has been labelled from the outset of this research as the ‘emerging’ Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland. The manifold interactions between APS firms along their value chain underpin the relevance of the initially designated area as a localized system of value chains. Within this spatial configuration, four main messages can be deduced from Fig. 5:

- Zurich seems to be the central location in national APS networks. Interlocking networks between APS firms in different sub-centres excluding Zurich are rare. This is because Zurich is generally chosen as a location by companies that occupy a central role in the economic network. An important example here is the financial sector. Due to their central position in the functional network, these companies have corresponding radial relationships with APS firms in the other agglomerations of the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland. Therefore, the geographical location of companies and the spatial patterns of their relationships depend strongly on the centrality of their position in the functional economic network.

- A second striking feature is the important relationship between Zurich and Basel. This link forms a kind of central ‘backbone’ in the national and regional interlocking network. Analysis of the external interlocking networks between companies in the knowledge-intensive economy clearly shows strong functional links between Zurich and Basel. For many firms, Basel and Zurich are not separate economic areas but one resource pool of potential knowledge, partners and customers. On the scale of the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland, these two agglomerations take over complementary functions for APS activities. The in-depth interviews confirm that Basel and Zurich are seen as complementary locations by knowledge-intensive firms. A management consultant, for instance, states that it is simply not sufficient to have Zurich alone as a spider weaving a web of developments. He argues that Basel comprises a huge potential for encouraging innovation, thus drawing from the three neighbouring cultures of Switzerland, France and Germany (GLANZMANN et al., 2005, p. 6).

- A third aspect is the rather strong connectivity that links Zurich and Berne. However, this link must be analysed in detail. THIERSTEIN et al. (2006) show that Berne is characterized not only by rather low economic dynamics, but also by pronounced regional specialization patterns. The link today between Zurich and Berne is dominated by the information and telecommunications sector. The reason lies in the fact that Berne is home to the headquarters of Swisscom Ltd, which serves as a big provider of various telecommunication services for the emerging

![Fig. 5. National and regional inter-firm connectivity of the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland](image)

Source: Authors’ own illustration
CONCLUSION

Knowledge-intensive business services firms are found to be important driving forces for spatial development in Switzerland. When looking at their value creation processes, it becomes obvious that they follow a functional and networked logic of independent as well as interdependent institutions throughout the value chain. This means that clustering in first cities within Mega-City Regions is still vital. For the knowledge economy, spatial concentration remains a key priority; there is no evidence that global functions are deconcentrating (Hall and Pain, 2006). Clustering promotes a depth of knowledge production and is driven by the globalization of markets and services and facilitated by developments in information and communication technologies. Knowledge-intensive businesses are agents that build spatially concentrated knowledge gateways between the regional and the global economies. Zurich is the largest of these gateways, while Basel holds second place. Within the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland, these two agglomerations have more cultural facilities and are the only cities that have an international image for firms operating at an international or a national level. Some of the medium-sized centres are indeed able to attract knowledge-intensive industries, but they are mostly dependent on Zurich’s gateway function for international business.

As mentioned at the outset of this paper, when considering polycentricity, one has to distinguish between a morphological and a relational view. Accordingly, a polycentric Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland does exist from a morphological point of view. However, from a functional perspective, considering relational patterns based on interlocking networks between advanced producer services (APS) firms, there is a monocentric character to it, since Zurich is the culturally and economically dominant centre. In the case of the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland, polycentricity has proven adequate as a descriptive model, but claiming it as a strategy for sustainable spatial development would clearly go too far. The polycentric morphology of the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland overlaid by the functional interrelations of knowledge-intensive businesses does not lead to the desired effect of sustainable spatial development. On the contrary, the tendency towards dispersion of inhabitants—that is, peri-urbanization—and also tendencies towards concentration of knowledge-intensive business firms in the core cities and specified locations within the agglomeration leads to an undesired sprawl of infrastructure and settlement development together with growing commuting distances.

The ‘Introduction’ above underlined the need for a deeper understanding of the interrelationships between polycentric spatial development and economic competitiveness. This study provides a few facets that ultimately help to paint the whole picture. It has been demonstrated that, in addition to the functional urban region (FUR) of Zurich as a core-driving force behind an emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland, the smaller FURs have developed valuable positions as secondary locations. This process of an emerging new networked urban hierarchy is driven above all by APS firms. The interviews show that the location of a company outside the two largest centres of Zurich and Basel does not necessarily mean being outside the crucial information flows. Many interviewees emphasized that within the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland it is not the precise location that is the deciding factor behind whether a firm can successfully be part of and have access to regional, national or global networks, but the well-developed network infrastructure.

The real impact of changing value chains in spatial development in Switzerland is difficult to grasp. On the one hand, there is an accelerated concentration of highly advanced and knowledge-intensive functions in...
just a few centres; on the other hand, there is a diffusion of associated functions, such as supply, residence or leisure functions. These contradictory processes are a great challenge to the concept of polycentricity, as both polycentric and monocentric tendencies are results of the same process towards a more knowledge-intensive economy. These functional interrelations in the emerging Mega-City Region of Northern Switzerland are not yet sufficiently anchored in the awareness of most stakeholders, the least with policy-makers. Despite the actual development tendencies at the level of Mega-City Regions, the fields and spheres of activity of the institutional bodies responsible for spatial development are largely determined by the awareness of problems at a local or, at most, at a cantonal level.

Therefore, further research has to deal with two specific aspects. Firstly, interrelationships between APS firms and the wider economy have to be analysed in greater detail. A matter of particular interest is the comparison of APS firms and the high-technology sector. By revealing their business strategies and their rationale to locate branches and business offices, important insights into the spatial division of labour within and between Mega-City Regions can be gained. In this respect, the value chain approach is a promising tool to identify and localize the core business activities and to determine where the different functions are mainly anchored. Secondly, it is important to grasp the networks of the knowledge economy simultaneously on different geographical scales. In order to show the potential contradictions of polycentricity between different geographical levels, new methods of analysing and visualizing polycentric development have to be established.
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